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In all, the conference left participants with a number of exciting challenges. Tilley's comments and the papers by Zenderland and O'Connor suggested that historians of the human sciences might be well-served by moving away from canonical texts and elite academics towards other sites of knowledge production. Bunzl and Hegeman's contributions indicate that it is time that historians of the human sciences explore in more detail the impact of postmodern thought on the human sciences and social theory. And finally, discussions of the multiple registers of power that inhere in knowledge suggested to all participants that we interrogate our own relationship to the loci of power in twenty-first century America.

RECENT DISSERTATIONS


RECENT BIBLIOGRAPHY
[Occasionally, readers call our attention to errors in the entries, usually of a minor typographical character. Under the pressure of getting HAN out, some proofreading errors occasionally slip by. For these we offer a blanket apology, but will not normally attempt corrections. We call attention to the listings in the Bulletin of the History of Archaeology, the entries in the annual bibliographies of Isis, and those in the Bulletin d'information de la SFHSH (Société française pour l'histoire des sciences de l'homme)—each of which takes information from HAN, as we do from them. We welcome and encourage bibliographic suggestions from our readers.]


Etnofoor 18(2). 2005. Dutch Masters. (Interviews with seven anthropologists, all retired professors from the University of Amsterdam, including André Köbben, Matthew Schoffeleers, Jeremy Boissevain, Jan Breman, Bonno Thoden van Velzen, Anton Blok, and Johannes Fabian.)


ANNOUNCEMENTS

New Journal— After Culture: Emergent Anthropologies. The first issue of the new peer-reviewed journal, After Culture: Emergent Anthropologies is scheduled for release in September 2006, and thereafter will be published semiannually (in March and September). The journal will be made available free through the internet (URL forthcoming). It will include articles that focus on the interactions between nature, culture, and society, articles in the general thematic areas of science and technology studies, and critical studies of medical knowledge and practice. Contributors to the journal are encouraged to employ any form of rigorous theoretical and methodological approaches, not limited to ethnography, historiography and textual analysis. For more information, contact Matthew Wolf-Meyer, Managing Editor, at after.culture@gmail.com. Further information can be found at http://www.tc.umn.edu/~wolf0358/afterculture.htm.

New Journal— Carnets Leiris. Once a year, Carnets Leiris will publish critical essays by either renowned scholars or well-read individuals, in French or another language, addressing any aspect of Michel Leiris' life and work, both literary and ethnographic. The publication of the first issue is planned for the end of 2006 or the beginning of 2007. There is no deadline to submit a brief article proposition, although final articles will be due by September 2006. For more information, contact Sébastien Côté at sebastien.cote@videotron.ca. Furthermore, the editors are looking for dedicated readers of Leiris' work who could be part of the journal's editorial or advisory board. For most of the communications between collaborators, it will be possible for advisors and editors to correspond exclusively via email. In order to support the journal project, an Association des Lecteurs de Michel Leiris will soon be created. Everyone interested in participating, whether or not she has experience in the field, is welcomed. For more information, visit the website at http://www.michel-leiris.com.

New Ethnohistory Website. This spring, the American Society for Ethnohistory launched a new website at http://ethnohistory.org, which contains information on the history and governance of the society, the annual conferences, the journal Ethnohistory, awards, and teaching. It is designed by Vincent Roman and Angie Thaxon of Delamain IT, with assistance from ASE Secretary-Treasurer Carolyn Podruchny. ASE is grateful to Wil Meya who designed and maintained the previous site for five years, to the American Indian Studies Research Institute who sponsored the previous site, and to the University of Indiana who provided hosted the previous site.